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HOW DOES UNDERFLOOR 
HEATING WORK?

Underfloor heating has now become the preferred form of space heating in the UK due to its 
increased efficiency and thermal comfort. Underfloor heating systems work by distributing lower 
temperature warm water through a network of pipe within the floor construction, underneath the 
finished floor level. 

Room thermostats are used to control and monitor the heat allowing the user to maintain a constant 
ambient temperature throughout the property, or on a zone by zone basis allowing individual room 
by room control. 

•  Lower fuel costs in comparison  
to traditional radiators

•  Ideal for low temperature heat sources  
(heat pumps)

• Increased energy efficiency
• Low maintenance
• Saves space as walls are free from radiators

• Improved aesthetics
•  Improved air quality - Less air movement as  

a result of lower convection currents, reducing 
airborne spread of pollen and bacteria.

•  No risk of burning due to low surface 
temperatures

•  Underfloor heating is the perfect heating  
emitter for heat pumps

UNDERFLOOR HEATING VS 
RADIATORS ADVANTAGES:
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WHY CHOOSE US?
EcoTherma Underfloor heating is the perfect heating solution for  
new builds, extensions or refurbishment projects. It’s effective,  
easy to install and economical to run.

We have an underfloor heating solution for virtually any floor type, project or budget.
The EcoTherma design team assess the specific requirements of each individual project, 
taking into consideration heat losses and thermal performance of your building, floor 
construction, coverings and the layout of your building. 

7

We can design your underfloor heating system to 
work with standard boilers or low temp heat pumps. 
We design your underfloor heating system to heat 
your home with minimal energy use, resulting in lower 
heating bills!

Our underfloor systems can be as simple or complex 
as you need, from easy to use dial thermostats to 
modern smart home controls operated via your mobile 
phone, we have the perfect solution.

Each EcoTherma underfloor system is delivered with 
concise easy to understand instructions and install 
guides, we’ve been supplying underfloor heating for 
nearly 30 years and know every detail that’s important!

Installing an EcoTherma system couldn’t be easier, our 
equipment is user friendly and simple to construct. 

We work with self-builders, construction professionals 
and installers throughout the country.

On receipt of your order we will issue you with pipe 
drawings detailing the manifold (and mixing pump if 
required), the floor build up, controls and more. 

Placing and receiving your order with EcoTherma 
couldn’t be easier. We have our technical team on 
hand to make sure everything runs smoothly for  
your project.

We provide a free of charge 24-hour delivery, subject 
to availability except for Wood 22 which incurs a 
delivery charge.

EcoTherma offers you the peace of mind knowing that 
everything you need arrives complete, well packed and 
on time!

Simply email your property 
plans to our sales team 
and answer the following 
questions.

What will be your primary  
heat source? 

Gas Boiler
Oil Boiler
Heat Pump

 
Which controls will you  
be using?
Wired

Dial Thermostats
Digital Controls

Wireless
Digital Controls
Smart Controls

Which floors require Under  
Floor Heating?

Ground Floor
First Floor
Other Floors

Which system do you require?
Screeded

Tacker Pin
Clip rail
Emmeti LOWtex

Timber Floors
Wood 22
Heat Plates

Existing
Cement Board
EPS Board
Retro Therma

T: 03300 248 248
sales@ecotherma.co.uk
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FLOOR CONSTRUCTION
Underfloor heating can be incorporated within a variety of different 
floor constructions. Whether the floor is solid screed, suspended 
timber or a floating floor, we have a range of solutions to meet 
your needs. Always ensure the depth of the insulation beneath the 
underfloor heating is enough to restrict any downward heat loss.

SCREED

TIMBER

EXISTING

If you are unsure of your 
floor construction, call the 

EcoTherma sales team

FLOOR COVERINGS

Underfloor heating can be used in conjunction with most floor coverings, 
opposite is a brief overview of the different types of floor coverings you can use.

Always check with the flooring manufacturer before purchasing flooring  
to ensure the flooring is compatible with your Underfloor Heating System.
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Ceramic and stone based floor coverings 
typically offer the least thermal resistance to heat 
transfer making them an ideal choice for use with 
underfloor heating.

A flexible adhesive must be used to secure 
the floor finish to allow for thermal expansion 
and contraction to prevent the floor finish from 
cracking or becoming loose.

CERAMIC AND 
STONE FLOOR 
TILES

Timber floors work well with underfloor heating, 
most timber flooring manufacturers will state the 
temperature must not exceed 27oC.

It is important to make sure that the moisture 
content of the timber does not exceed 10% when 
the floor is laid to prevent movement in the floor 
as the timber dries out.

TIMBER 
FLOORING

Carpet and underlay present the highest thermal 
resistance to underfloor heating, it is important to 
make sure the combined TOG rating and underlay 
does not exceed 2.5 TOG.

The higher the combined TOG rating the greater 
resistance to heat being transferred through the 
floor finish into the room. An extra heat source may 
be required.

CARPET

Vinyl flooring typically has a low thermal resistance 
making it a suitable partner for underfloor heating. 
Usually the flooring manufacturer will state the 
floor finish should not exceed 27oC, but it is 
always advisable to check with the manufacturer.

VINYL 
FLOORING

9
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SCREEDED FLOORS
A Screeded floor will usually comprise of a layer of rigid thermal insulation to prevent downward heat loss, 
a matrix of underfloor heating pipes fixed in position in various ways and a solid covering made up of an 
aggregate, binding agent and water. The most common form of screed is traditional sand and cement, 
which is ordinary Portland cement mixed with sharp sand, water and reinforcing fibres. 

Traditional screeds are semi-dry, pumped or barrowed into place then levelled and finished by hand, they 
are relatively cheap and easily available. The other commonly used alternative is a liquid or flowing screed 
which uses either an Anhydrite binding agent or a modified cement mixed with a smaller grade aggregate 
and increased water to provide a self-levelling screed. They are pumped into the building and easily 
manipulated to form a level floor, there is no requirement for hand finishing, just some slight agitation  
with a screed bar in order to remove air bubbles and settle the screed with a smooth surface. 

Each screed type has its merits, they all work very well with underfloor heating and offer infinite 
compatibility with floor finishes. A Screeded underfloor system will offer a very good heat transfer  
as they are conductive and should provide a decent level of heat retention.
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COMPATIBLE FLOORS

TACKER PIN SYSTEM

Our Tacker Pin system is an easy way to install underfloor heating. It caters 
to all types of room size and space. The system is used with our 16mm pipe 
and pins are available to 57mm. 

EHS CODE PART NO. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION  QUANTITY

202307  KAT001  EcoTherma 40mm Tacker Pins Box 900 

200723  KAT002  EcoTherma 57mm Tacker Pins Box 300 

201563  KAT003  EcoTherma Perimeter Insulation  50m Roll  
    8mm x 150mm x 50m

FEATURES
✔ Quick and simple install
✔ Used within floor build up
✔ Retains heat
✔ Economical to run

CERAMIC 
AND STONE 

FLOOR TILES
TIMBER 

FLOORING

CARPET VINYL 
FLOORING
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COMPATIBLE FLOORS

EMMETI LOWTEX SYSTEM

Emmeti LOWtex screed system is suitable for multiple build types, while achieving 
the appearance, functionality and performance of a solid floor. The system is a 
15mm make up and can be used with a 12mm pipe. It has a multi-directional panel 
to suit any design, as well as being light and easy to install. 

EHS CODE PART NO. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION   QUANTITY

203801  U9282700 Emmetti LOWtex Panels    Box 5  
    1050mm x 650mm 0.6msq with Adhesive

203379  KAT010  EcoTherma 12mm Underfloor Heating   50m Coil  
    Pipe 50 Meters

203381  KAT011  EcoTherma 12mm Underfloor Heating   80m Coil  
    Pipe 80 Meters

200874  KAT012  EcoTherma 12mm Eurocone   Each 

200857  KAT013  EcoTherma 10-12mm Pipe Forming Bends Each 

FEATURES
✔ Easy single person installation
✔  Efficient – low level of waste and 

reduced cost
✔ Resistant to impact
✔  Environmentally friendly polystyrene
✔  Lower levels of wastage –  

reducing cost

TIMBER 
FLOORING

CARPET VINYL 
FLOORING

EHS CODE PART NO. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION    QUANTITY

200851  KAT004  EcoTherma 16mm Clip Rail 1m with Adhesive Backing Box 100 

203266  KAT005  EcoTherma Underfloor Heating Push Clips 60mm  Pack 100 

201563  KAT003  EcoTherma Perimeter Insulation 8mm x 150mm x 50m 50m Roll 

COMPATIBLE FLOORS

CLIP RAIL SYSTEM

Our clip rail system provides ready-made pipe spacings. A limited number of tools 
are needed due to the self-adhesive backing, which also aids a quicker install.

CERAMIC 
AND STONE 

FLOOR TILES
TIMBER 

FLOORING

CARPET VINYL 
FLOORING

FEATURES
✔ Ready-made pipe spacing
✔  Can be used with traditional  

sand and cement or liquid screeds
✔  Ideal for areas where insulation  

is too thin for Tacker Pin
✔ Economical to run

13

CERAMIC 
AND STONE 

FLOOR TILES
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TIMBER FLOORS
Timber floors comprise of timber joists or beams either made of solid wood or the more commonly 
used ‘Posi-Joists’ which are purpose made engineered joists usually with a top and bottom bar 
joined together with metal web reinforcing. Posi Joists are an improvement on a traditional joist in 
the fact that they are generally straighter, whereas a solid timber joist is susceptible to warping and 
due to the fact that they are not solid so they have a reduced overall weight and allow for services 
to pass through the web in the joist. Most joists are installed between 400 and 600mm spacings, 
with areas of heavy point loadings often receiving closer centres (300mm). a specialist structural 
engineer or joist supplier must be used to ensure the correct specification of joist is used.
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COMPATIBLE FLOORS

 ECOTHERMA WOOD 22

Our Wood 22 system is made from 22mm moisture resistant chip board pre-grooved 
designed specifically to work with aluminium diffusion plates and 16mm underfloor 
heating pipe. Our boards are industry standard 2400mm length and 600mm width 
and are T&G joints on all 4 sides of the board. Wood 22 replaces standard chipboard 
flooring, providing a structural deck with the added inclusion of underfloor heating. 

EHS CODE PART NO. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION    QUANTITY

200861  KAT006  EcoTherma Wood 22 Straight Boards   Each 

200858  KAT007  EcoTherma Single Heat Emission Plates   Each 

200859  KAT008  EcoTherma Double Heat Emission Plates  Each 

TIMBER 
FLOORING

CARPET

FEATURES
✔  Suitable for properties with irregular  

joist spacing
✔  Fast response due to reduced thermal  

build up
✔  Safe working platform to install from
✔  Low flow temperature ideal  

for heat pumps

CERAMIC 
AND STONE 

FLOOR TILES
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COMPATIBLE FLOORS

CERAMIC 
AND STONE 

FLOOR TILES
TIMBER 

FLOORING

CARPET VINYL 
FLOORING
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HEAT PLATE SYSTEM 

Our Heat plate system 

FEATURES
✔ Low installation cost
✔ No height build up
✔  Heat Emission plates available  

in singles or doubles.

EHS CODE PART NO. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION    QUANTITY

200858  KAT007  EcoTherma Single Heat Emission Plates   Each 

200859  KAT008  EcoTherma Double Heat Emission Plates  Each 

Always  
warm with...
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There are various options when trying to include underfloor heating into an existing floor, the 
individual specifics of a project ultimately dictate the optimum system choice.

If money was no object the best choice would be to remove the existing floor and reinstate a 
thermal insulation and tacker underfloor system but often this is not possible. In these instances, 
one of the various options available of which we offer usually provides the perfect solution.
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COMPATIBLE FLOORS

DRY SCREED BOARD SYSTEM 

Our 18mm dry screed board system has pre routed end supports so there is no need 
for separate returns. It provides an easy solution for systems requiring a low build up 
on top of existing floors.

TIMBER 
FLOORING

CERAMIC 
AND STONE 

FLOOR TILES

FEATURES
✔  Provides ready-made pipe spacing
✔  Can be used on top of all level floor 

constructions
✔  Low Profile 18mm
✔  Quick Installation

EHS CODE PART NO. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION    QUANTITY

203807  KAT009  EcoTherma Screed Boards     Each  
    800 x 600 x 18mm

203379  KAT010  EcoTherma 12mm Underfloor Heating    50m Coil 
    Pipe 50 Meters

203381  KAT011  EcoTherma 12mm Underfloor Heating    80m Coil 
    Pipe 80 Meters

200874  KAT012  EcoTherma 12mm Eurocone    Each 

200857  KAT013  EcoTherma 10-12mm Pipe Forming Bends Each 

EXISTING FLOORS
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COMPATIBLE FLOORS

CERAMIC 
AND STONE 

FLOOR TILES
TIMBER 

FLOORING

CARPET VINYL 
FLOORING
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EPS BOARDS

FEATURES
✔ Provides ready-made pipe spacing
✔  Can be used on top of all level floor constructions
✔ Low Profile 18mm
✔ Quick Installation

When it is too  
warm to go outside...

EHS CODE PART NO. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION    QUANTITY

204190   ECOEPS   EPS Boards Eps16 600mm x 1200mm    Each  

204192   EPS16turn  EPS Turnboards 600mm x 300mm    Each  

204194   EPSFEED  EPS Feed Boards 600mm x 300mm    Each  

204196   Bostick   Bostick Multi Tak 20m²     Each  

204198   Kilto   Kilto Primer 30m²      Each   



RETRO THERMA – UNDERFLOOR MILLING

No more expense of removing  
an existing screed or using extortionate 

 over lay systems, Retro Therma underfloor  
heating is quick, affordable and dust free. 

Retro Therma  
Underfloor Heating Systems

Terra Therma  
are proud to present

Controlling a Retro Therma floor couldn’t be easier, 
we offer various levels of control to suit each type of 
home owner. 

Controls can be basic and simple to use or intelligent and fully 
programmable even remotely via smart phones or tablets. Our design 
engineers help you select the perfect controls system for your project. 
Thermostats can either be hard wired or wireless depending on the 
level of renovation.

Retro Therma underfloor heating is affordable and 
effective, our unique milled system is more than 50% 
cheaper that the alternatives of removing the existing 
screed and reinstating the floor or raising the floor 
height by using expensive overlay systems. 

We provide a first-class service paired with first class components, all 
covered by a comprehensive warranty. 

Contact us today for a no obligation price: 01621 858555

Thermostatic 
controls

Low cost

Terra Therma Ltd 
Little Renters Farm 

Little Totham, Essex CM9 8LF

T: +44(0) 1621 858 555   |   E: retro@terratherma.co.uk

w w w . t e r r a t h e r m a . c o . u k

Retro Therma Brochure.indd   1 11/07/2017   16:55

A Retro Therma system can be milled into traditional 
sand & cement screed, anhydrite flowing screeds, 
dry fit cement boards and even concrete floors (Extra 
surcharges apply for concrete floors). 

In order to receive a Retro Therma system we require a screed no less 
than 35mm deep in good condition, the surface needs to be flat and 
free from holes in order to route successfully. If your floor is in poor 
condition, one of our experts will advise you on any remedial works 
necessary before milling. All skirting boards, architraves and doors 
can remain in situ as our engineers are able to accurately mill the floor 
without risk of damage.

Each loop or circuit is milled into the surface of the screed in a “snail” 
pattern which offers an even distribution of heat across the floor. We 
ensure each loop is no greater than 100m so there is effective heat 
transfer from the entire loop. Our 16mm underfloor pipes are installed 
in each millled loop and connected to a Terra Therma underfloor 
heating manifold.

Floor coverings
A Retro Therma system can receive virtually any floor covering:

Retro Therma underfloor heating can be easily set to the perfect 
temperature for any floor finish, less temperature sensitive floor 
finishes such as tiles, ceramics and stone can withstand higher 
temperatures and are better suited to homes with higher heat losses. 
Temperature sensitive coverings such as vinyl’s and engineered wood 
can be protected from excessive heat by using our optional floor 
probes to provide precise maximum cook surface temperatures to 
comply with product warranties.

Tiles, 
ceramics 
& stone 

Carpets & 
carpet tiles

Engineered  
wood, parquet 
and laminates

Rubber & vinyl  
flooring (Amtico, 
Karndean ect)

Resin & micro 
cement floors

The Retro Therma system works at a low input 
temperature which means that running costs are 
lower than radiators. 

The manifold only requires a flow and return from the boiler and 
some basic wiring. Once completed the milled grooves containing 
the pipes can either be covered immediately or grouted in using a 
latex or tile adhesive depending on the final floor finish.

Our specialist machines effortlessly mill or cut a neat 18mm groove 
in virtually any screeded floor.  The pipes are located just below the 
top of screed and hence provide an exceptional response time with 
perfect level of comfort and warmth. Radiators can be removed and 
capped off as the underfloor heating can provide 100% of required 
heating, freeing up your walls for furnishing.

Benefits of a

system:

No need to remove screed
our pipes are embedded into the existing screed.

Speed 
most installations take just a single day

Dust Free 
with our state of the art dust management system there is no dust!

Efficient 
low operating temperatures means low running costs

No additional heating required
no radiators needed just underfloor heating

Responsive
a faster reactive warmth compared to standard screeded underfloor

Bespoke
each system is custom designed for your project!

Affordable
over 50% cheaper than thin overlay systems or removing screed

Retro Therma Brochure.indd   2 11/07/2017   16:55
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EcoTherma are proud to present our Retro Therma 
underfloor system. It represents a significant leap 
forward in the retro fitting of underfloor heating in 
existing screeded floors.

Our system requires zero build-up and can be 
installed with minimal disruption, you only need to 
remove the floor coverings – we do the rest! Often 
it takes only a day to install an entire Retro Therma 
underfloor system in your home.

COMPATIBLE FLOORS

TIMBER 
FLOORING

CARPET VINYL 
FLOORING

CERAMIC 
AND STONE 

FLOOR TILES

CEMENT 
FLOORING

Our specialist machines effortlessly mill or cut a 
neat 18mm groove in virtually any screeded floor. 
The pipes are located just below the top of screed 
and hence provide an exceptional response time 
with perfect level of comfort and warmth. Radiators 
can be removed and capped off as the underfloor 
heating can provide 100% of required heating, 
freeing up your walls for furnishing.

Our system requires zero 
build-up and can be installed 
with minimal disruption

A Retro Therma system can be milled into traditional sand and cement screed, 
anhydrite flowing screeds, dry fit cement boards and even concrete floors 
(Extra surcharges apply for concrete floors). 

In order to receive a Retro Therma system we require a screed no less than 
35mm deep in good condition, the surface needs to be flat and free from 
holes in order to route successfully. If your floor is in poor condition, one of our 
experts will advise you on any remedial works necessary before milling. All skirting boards, 
architraves and doors can remain in situ as our engineers are able to accurately mill the 
floor without risk of damage.

Each loop or circuit is milled into the surface of the screed in a “snail” pattern which offers 
an even distribution of heat across the floor. We ensure each loop is no greater than 100m 
so there is effective heat transfer from the entire loop. Our 16mm underfloor pipes are 
installed in each milled loop and connected to a EcoTherma underfloor heating manifold.

RETRO THERMA 
UNDERFLOOR MILLING

✔ No need to remove screed

Our pipes are embedded  
into the existing screed.

✔ Speed 

Most installations take just  
a single day

✔ Dust Free 

With our state of the art dust  
management system there  
is no dust!

✔ Efficient 

Low operating temperatures  
means low running costs

✔  No additional  
heating required

No radiators needed just  
underfloor heating

✔ Responsive

A faster reactive warmth  
compared to standard  
screeded underfloor

✔ Bespoke

Each system is custom  
designed for your project!

BENEFITS

A Retro Therma system can be milled into traditional 
sand & cement screed, anhydrite flowing screeds, 
dry fit cement boards and even concrete floors (Extra 
surcharges apply for concrete floors). 

In order to receive a Retro Therma system we require a screed no less 
than 35mm deep in good condition, the surface needs to be flat and 
free from holes in order to route successfully. If your floor is in poor 
condition, one of our experts will advise you on any remedial works 
necessary before milling. All skirting boards, architraves and doors 
can remain in situ as our engineers are able to accurately mill the floor 
without risk of damage.

Each loop or circuit is milled into the surface of the screed in a “snail” 
pattern which offers an even distribution of heat across the floor. We 
ensure each loop is no greater than 100m so there is effective heat 
transfer from the entire loop. Our 16mm underfloor pipes are installed 
in each millled loop and connected to a Terra Therma underfloor 
heating manifold.

Floor coverings
A Retro Therma system can receive virtually any floor covering:

Retro Therma underfloor heating can be easily set to the perfect 
temperature for any floor finish, less temperature sensitive floor 
finishes such as tiles, ceramics and stone can withstand higher 
temperatures and are better suited to homes with higher heat losses. 
Temperature sensitive coverings such as vinyl’s and engineered wood 
can be protected from excessive heat by using our optional floor 
probes to provide precise maximum cook surface temperatures to 
comply with product warranties.

Tiles, 
ceramics 
& stone 

Carpets & 
carpet tiles

Engineered  
wood, parquet 
and laminates

Rubber & vinyl  
flooring (Amtico, 
Karndean ect)

Resin & micro 
cement floors

The Retro Therma system works at a low input 
temperature which means that running costs are 
lower than radiators. 

The manifold only requires a flow and return from the boiler and 
some basic wiring. Once completed the milled grooves containing 
the pipes can either be covered immediately or grouted in using a 
latex or tile adhesive depending on the final floor finish.

Our specialist machines effortlessly mill or cut a neat 18mm groove 
in virtually any screeded floor.  The pipes are located just below the 
top of screed and hence provide an exceptional response time with 
perfect level of comfort and warmth. Radiators can be removed and 
capped off as the underfloor heating can provide 100% of required 
heating, freeing up your walls for furnishing.

Benefits of a

system:

No need to remove screed
our pipes are embedded into the existing screed.

Speed 
most installations take just a single day

Dust Free 
with our state of the art dust management system there is no dust!

Efficient 
low operating temperatures means low running costs

No additional heating required
no radiators needed just underfloor heating

Responsive
a faster reactive warmth compared to standard screeded underfloor

Bespoke
each system is custom designed for your project!

Affordable
over 50% cheaper than thin overlay systems or removing screed

Retro Therma Brochure.indd   2 11/07/2017   16:55

A Retro Therma system can be milled into traditional 
sand & cement screed, anhydrite flowing screeds, 
dry fit cement boards and even concrete floors (Extra 
surcharges apply for concrete floors). 

In order to receive a Retro Therma system we require a screed no less 
than 35mm deep in good condition, the surface needs to be flat and 
free from holes in order to route successfully. If your floor is in poor 
condition, one of our experts will advise you on any remedial works 
necessary before milling. All skirting boards, architraves and doors 
can remain in situ as our engineers are able to accurately mill the floor 
without risk of damage.

Each loop or circuit is milled into the surface of the screed in a “snail” 
pattern which offers an even distribution of heat across the floor. We 
ensure each loop is no greater than 100m so there is effective heat 
transfer from the entire loop. Our 16mm underfloor pipes are installed 
in each millled loop and connected to a Terra Therma underfloor 
heating manifold.

Floor coverings
A Retro Therma system can receive virtually any floor covering:

Retro Therma underfloor heating can be easily set to the perfect 
temperature for any floor finish, less temperature sensitive floor 
finishes such as tiles, ceramics and stone can withstand higher 
temperatures and are better suited to homes with higher heat losses. 
Temperature sensitive coverings such as vinyl’s and engineered wood 
can be protected from excessive heat by using our optional floor 
probes to provide precise maximum cook surface temperatures to 
comply with product warranties.

Tiles, 
ceramics 
& stone 

Carpets & 
carpet tiles

Engineered  
wood, parquet 
and laminates

Rubber & vinyl  
flooring (Amtico, 
Karndean ect)

Resin & micro 
cement floors

The Retro Therma system works at a low input 
temperature which means that running costs are 
lower than radiators. 

The manifold only requires a flow and return from the boiler and 
some basic wiring. Once completed the milled grooves containing 
the pipes can either be covered immediately or grouted in using a 
latex or tile adhesive depending on the final floor finish.

Our specialist machines effortlessly mill or cut a neat 18mm groove 
in virtually any screeded floor.  The pipes are located just below the 
top of screed and hence provide an exceptional response time with 
perfect level of comfort and warmth. Radiators can be removed and 
capped off as the underfloor heating can provide 100% of required 
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Please call or 
email us for a 

bespoke quotation
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• Heatmiser Dial Stat
• EcoTherma Manifold Mixer
• EcoTherma Pe-rt Pipe
• EcoTherma Perimeter Insulation
• EcoTherma Pipe Bends
• EcoTherma Push Clips
• EcoTherma 16mm Eurocones

EHS CODE PART NO. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION   

203269  UFHWP15PP EcoTherma Push Pin Wet Pack up to 15m² 

203271  UFHWP20PP EcoTherma Push Pin Wet Pack up to 20m² 

High output up to 30m²; Low output up to 40m² 

• Heatmiser Dial Stat
• EcoTherma Manifold Mixer
• EcoTherma 2 Port Manifold
• EcoTherma Pe-rt Pipe
• EcoTherma Perimeter Insulation
• EcoTherma Pipe Bends
• EcoTherma Push Clips
• EcoTherma 16mm Eurocones

EHS CODE PART NO. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION   

203273  UFHWP30PP EcoTherma Push Pin Wet Pack up to 30m² 

203275  UFHWP40PP EcoTherma Push Pin Wet Pack up to 40m² 

High output up to 50m²; Low output up to 80m²

• Heatmiser Dial Stat
• EcoTherma Manifold Mixer
• EcoTherma 4 Port Manifold
• 400m EcoTherma Pe-rt Pipe
• EcoTherma Perimeter Insulation
• EcoTherma Pipe Bends
• EcoTherma Push Clips
• EcoTherma 16mm Eurocones

EHS CODE PART NO. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION   

203277  UFHWP50PP EcoTherma Push Pin Wet Pack up to 50m² 

203279  UFHWP80PP EcoTherma Push Pin Wet Pack up to 80m² 

ECOTHERMA PUSH PIN WET PACK 
High output up to 15m²; Low output up to 20m² 

Our underfloor heating packs 
provide complete room 
solutions. The packs we supply 
can suit any space, whether 
you’re looking at a conservatory, 
full rooms or even a small 
renovation.

Our packs come with a 
Heatmiser thermostat as 
standard but other packs  
are available.

UFH PACKS
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• Heatmiser Dial Stats
• EcoTherma Manifold Mixer
• EcoTherma 2 Port Manifold
• EcoTherma Pe-rt Pipe
• EcoTherma Pipe Bends

EHS CODE PART NO. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION    

203281  UFHMZ30PP EcoTherma Push Pin Wet Multi Zone Pack up to 30m²

203283  UFHMZ40PP EcoTherma Push Pin Wet Multi Zone Pack up to 40m²

MULTI ZONE High output up to 30m²; Low output up to 40m²

• EcoTherma Push Clips
• EcoTherma Perimeter Insulation
• EcoTherma 16mm Eurocones
• EcoTherma Manifold Actuators
• Heatmiser UH8 Wiring Centre

• Heatmiser Dial Stats
• EcoTherma Manifold Mixer
• EcoTherma 3 Port Manifold
• EcoTherma Pe-rt Pipe
• EcoTherma Pipe Bends

EHS CODE PART NO. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION    

203285  UFH3Z45PP EcoTherma Push Pin Wet 3 Zone Pack up to 45m² 

203287  UFH3Z60PP EcoTherma Push Pin Wet 3 Zone Pack up to 60m² 

PACK 3 ZONE High output up to 45m²; Low output up to 60m²

• EcoTherma Push Clips
• EcoTherma Perimeter Insulation
• EcoTherma 16mm Eurocones
• EcoTherma Manifold Actuators
• Heatmiser UH8 Wiring Centre

• Heatmiser Dial Stats
• EcoTherma Manifold Mixer
• EcoTherma 3 Port Manifold
• EcoTherma Pe-rt Pipe
• EcoTherma Pipe Bends

PACK 4 ZONE High output up to 60m²; Low output up to 80m²

• EcoTherma Push Clips
• EcoTherma Perimeter Insulation
• EcoTherma 16mm Eurocones
• EcoTherma Manifold Actuators
• Heatmiser UH8 Wiring Centre

EHS CODE PART NO. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION    

203285  UFH4Z60PP EcoTherma Push Pin Wet 4 Zone Pack up to 60m² 

203287  UFH4Z80PP EcoTherma Push Pin Wet 4 Zone Pack up to 80m² 

UFH PIPES AND MANIFOLDS

Pe-rt pipe 
All our UFH systems are ‘Low temperature’ to ensure 
the best operating efficiency possible. Our default is 
a 16mm PERT 5 – layer pipe. Our underfloor heating 
pipe complies to DIN 4726 and provides a protected 
oxygen barrier which ensures that the pipe will continue 
functioning reliably for years to come. PE-RT

Adhesive Layer

EVOH - oxygen Diffusion Barrier

EVOH - oxygen Diffusion Barrier

PE-RT

EHS CODE PART NO. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION    

201552  KAT025  EcoTherma 16mm Pe-rt Pipe – 100m Coil  

201553  KAT026  EcoTherma 16mm Pe-rt Pipe – 200m Coil  

201554  KAT027  EcoTherma16mm Pe-rt Pipe – 500m Coil  

203379  KAT010  EcoTherma 12mm Underfloor Heating Pipe 50 Meters 

203381  KAT011  EcoTherma 12mm Underfloor Heating Pipe 80 Meters 

EHS Manifolds 
European quality you can trust our quality European made 
stainless steel manifolds come complete with flow gauges, 
fill and drain valves and auto air vents. Either a ¾” or 1” ball 
valve pair will be provided depending on whether a manifold 
pump and mixing set are being used.

EUROPEAN MADE UFH PIPE:

MANIFOLDS:

EHS CODE PART NO. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION    

200817   KAT014  EcoTherma 2 Port Manifold

200818   KAT015  EcoTherma 3 Port Manifold

200819   KAT016  EcoTherma 4 Port Manifold

200820   KAT017  EcoTherma 5 Port Manifold

200821   KAT018  EcoTherma 6 Port Manifold

200822   KAT019  EcoTherma 7 Port Manifold

200823   KAT020  EcoTherma 8 Port Manifold

200824   KAT021  EcoTherma 9 Port Manifold 

200814   KAT022  EcoTherma 10 Port Manifold

200815   KAT023  EcoTherma 11 Port Manifold 

200816   KAT024  EcoTherma 12 Port Manifold 
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ACCESSORIES
EHS CODE PART NO. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION    

200826  KAT028  EcoTherma Manifold Actuator 230v (NC)  

201562  KAT029  EcoTherma 16mm Eurocone   

200874  KAT030  EcoTherma 12mm Eurocone  

200856  KAT031  EcoTherma 14-18mm Pipe Forming Bends  

200857  KAT032  EcoTherma 10-12mm Pipe Forming Bends  

200872  KAT033  EcoTherma Circuit Pump & Mixing Valve Unit  

200793  KAT034  EcoTherma Manifold Mixer & Bypass (Grundfos UMP3) 

201563  KAT035  EcoTherma Perimeter Insulation 8mm x 150 x 50m 

200813  KAT036  EcoTherma 16mm Conduit 50m Roll

EUROCONE

EUROCONE

EUROCONE

CONDUIT

EUROCONE

PIPE FORMING BENDS

EUROCONE

INSULATION

EUROCONE

MANIFOLD MIXER & BYPASS

EUROCONE

SINGLE ZONE PUMP

EUROCONE

ACTUATOR

EUROCONE

Please call or email 
us with any questions
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CONTROLS

EUROCONE EUROCONE

Please call or email us, 
and we can advise which 

control is best for your system

Controls are an essential part of any heating system. Generally, radiators are controlled by a 
single time clock with thermostatic radiator valves allowing the temperature of each room to be 
adjusted. Underfloor heating on the other hand generally has a single thermostat per room which 
carefully monitors and controls the temperature allowing for greater flexibility and control. If you 
are in any doubt as to which thermostats are most suited to your requirements, please speak to  
a member of the team about our full range of industry leading controls. 

A selection of controls we offer from Heatmiser:  
Heatmiser DS1, Heatmiser Slimline 230v, Heatmiser Touch V2, Heatmiser neo Series, 
Heatmiser neoHub and Heatmiser neoAir.

Several of the controls we offer from Salus:  
Salus RT100, Salus RT310/FR and Salus Quantum/FR

A few of the controls we offer from Honeywell:  
Honeywell Lyric T6/R, Honeywell Home Wireless, Honeywell T4 Wireless  
and Honeywell Evohome.
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KEY TOOLS

EUROCONE EUROCONE

RADIATORS AND HEAT PUMPS 

Deburring / Re-Rounding tool 
For use with Multi-layer pipe once the 
pipe has been cut. This will ensure 
that both cut and connecting ends  
of the pipe remain perfectly spherical.

Pipe Cutters 
Pipe cutters with a forged zinc-plated 
body and a hardened steel cutting 
edge with a Titanium nitride coating. 
For use with pipes with a diameter  
of up to 20mm.

Staple Gun 
For use with the Tacker pin 
system, the Staple Gun is a fast 
and convenient tool for inserting 
pipe clips into the layer of either 
PUR, PIR or EPS insulation.

Pipe Decoiler 
A useful tool which allows 
the unrolling of up to 500m 
of underfloor heating pipe 
making the installation 
process quicker and easier.

We stock Henrad by Stelrad  
Radiators and radiator accessories  
to complete your heating package  
and offer the whole package solution.

We are a supplier of all the UK  
leading manufacturers of Heat  
Pumps please call our sales  
office for more information.



You can 
always trust...

If you are an installer join our installer zone  
on our website to download technical  
information and installation instructions.
www.ecoheatingstore.co.uk

EcoTherma can be purchased  
in the following ways

www.ecoheatingstore.co.uk 

Email: sales@ecotherma.co.uk 

Telephone: 03300 248 248 

Contact your dedicated  
EcoTherma Sales manager
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